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Performance! Release 12.6320  
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following  
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this  
release. 
 
New Products/Features/Enhancements 
 
1. Importing and exporting of fluids 
 
The Fluid  dialog also enables the users to import and export the fluids. To import a fluid 
to Performance!, click the Import  button in the Fluids  dialog. On doing so, the Specify 
a ‘Fluid List’  dialog box is displayed. Select the desired fluid list from the Import to 
Fluid List  drop-down and then click OK; the Open  dialog is displayed. Select the csv 
file to be imported from this dialog and click Open ; the fluid gets imported to 
Performance!. Note that you cannot import fluids to empty, RECORD and STANDARD 
fluid lists. If you try to import fluid in such fluid lists, the UNABLE TO PROCEED!  
message is displayed and prompts you to rename the fluid list. Click OK and change or 
enter a new fluid list to proceed further.  

 
To export a fluid, click the Export  button; the 
Save As  dialog is displayed. Specify the name 
of fluid and then click Save button; the fluid is 
exported which can be used later. Note that you 
cannot export fluids from the RECORD fluid list. 
If you try to export fluid from the RECORD fluid 
list, the UNABLE TO PROCEED! message is 
displayed. Click OK and change the fluid list to 
proceed further.  
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2. Search fluid options in Fluid dialog 
 
A new feature Search Fluid By  has been added to the Fluid  dialog. This feature has 
three options: Name, CAS # and Emp.  Formula . With this feature, user can search a 
fluid by its name, Chemical Abstracts Service number (CAS#) or its empirical formula. 
(Request for adding Search Fluid By option is registered in Bug Tracker # 0011574). 

 
3. Enhanced warning messages 

 
Now, instead of getting multiple warning pop-ups and warning buttons, the users will get 
few warning buttons on the Sizing screen when some violation happens during sizing. 
There are two types of warning buttons in Performance: action and information.  
 
The action warning messages are displayed when you click any such warning button in 
the sizing screen. Clicking these types of buttons shows the message as well as 
prompts the user to take the action. Some of the examples of these types of buttons are 
p class violation , 2 phase noise , check  flow  direct  and so on.  
 
For example, if the pressure class is violated, the P Class Violation  button is displayed 
in the Sizing screen. On clicking this button, a warning message is displayed on the 
screen stating about the insufficiency of body rating to handle the entered process 
conditions. It also prompts you to reset to the minimum required pressure class. If you 
click OK in this message box, the pressure class will be rest to the minimum required 
pressure class. If you click Cancel  button, the warning stays intact.  
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The information warnings are displayed in the Warning  Summary  dialog. This dialog is 
displayed if a user clicks the Warning Summary  button. This dialog shows all warnings 
along with their severity. The severe warnings are displayed in the first column titled  
‘SEVERE WARNINGS’ and is highlighted in red color. The moderate warnings are 
displayed in the second column titled ‘MODERATE WARNINGS’ and is highlighted in 
yellow color. The light warnings are displayed in the third and the last column titled 
‘LIGHT WARNINGS’ and is highlighted in green color. (Requests for enhancing warning 
message are registered in Bug Tracker # 0013300 and 0013301). 

 
4. Estimated stoke enhancement 
 
An option % Signal  has been added to the 
Estimated Stroke  dialog. This option confirms 
the flow requirements with respect to the 
controllability of a rotary control valve at 
minimum and maximum flow conditions. 
(Request for adding % Signal option is 
registered in Bug Tracker # 0012211). 
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5. Selection of cast and fabricated TotalFlow body  
 
For TotalFlow valve sizing, the user can now specify the type of body manufacturing: 
cast or fabricated. This can be done by selection the desired option from the Valve  area 
of the Sizing screen. (Request for adding Cast/Fabricated options is registered in Bug 
Tracker # 0013405). 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

6. Valve record information in Specification screen 
 
The title bar of the Performance! Specifications dialog now displays information about 
the selected valve record. With this enhancement, the users are indicated about the 
valve record information such as customer name, project name and tag. (Request for 
adding header information is registered in Bug Tracker # 0007956). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Performance! Help available in HTML (chm) format 
 
Performance! Help is now available in the HTML (chm) format. This help is available in 
a Performance! User Guide  window. In this window, you can navigate through 
different topics, search topics or indices. This window is displayed when you click Help  
button or Help option from any dialog of Performance!. The help is displayed 
corresponding to the dialog in which the Help  button is clicked. Since the help is 
integrated with the installation package, it is available locally. In the earlier releases, this 
help would come in wiki format. (Request for adding help buttons is registered in Bug 
Tracker # 0012944). 
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8. Documentation maintenance in Performance! 
 
For Kammer valves, in Specifications dialog, the Documentation  tab has been 
populated with different items such as specified approvals, certificates, literature, 
drawings, manuals, and so on. Now, the user can specify the type of documentation 
required and also price these items. (Request for adding Documentation tab is 
registered in Bug Tracker # 0011362). 

 
9. BOM Table update 

 
An option BOM Table Update  has been added to the Valve  
menus of Valve  Manager  and Sizing screens. Selection of 
this option updates the BOM tables on local database for 
stand-alone representative users. (Request for adding BOM 
Table Update option is registered in Bug Tracker # 0008113).  
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Issues Fixed 
 
Issue #  0013412, 0002685, 0010855, 0012720, 0013390, 0009076, 0013405, 0013406, 
0013541, 0013401, 0013404, 0010584, 0013219, 0013260, 0013569, 0009848, 
0013230, 0007612, 0012211, 0013350, 0013300, 0013301, 0013380, 0013047, 
0007956, 0001910, 0011574, 0012944, 0008113, 0011362, 0013386, 0013666, 
0013296, 0013638 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
Linear Valve Issues 
 
0013412 - FlowTop, Default Body Material Change : The default body material for 
FlowTop at Villach, Theirs and Suzhou was changed from A216-WCB to A216-WCC. 
The default body material for FlowTop was changed from A216-WCB to Carbon Steel 
for Springville, USA Quick Response Centers, Edmonton, Bangalore, Singapore and 
Saudi Arabia. 
 
0002685 - Mark One, Venturi Seat : The Venturi seat option is now available for 
selection and pricing in Performance! You can find the option under seat style. Various 
hardened material options are available including 400 series stainless steel heat treated 
and 300 series stainless steel with alloy 6 or alloy 21 overlay (2” and smaller, solid alloy 
6). 
 
0010855 - Mark One, Brewery Trims : Brewery trim options are now available in 
Performance! for selection and pricing. Please find this added feature under the trim 
type attribute (also referred to as ‘sanitary trim’). 
 
0012720 - FlowTop, Override : An issue was raised by a user about the change in size 
of a FlowTop valve. The change in size happened when the user navigated from the 
sizing screen to the specification screen and then back to sizing screen. This issue has 
been resolved now. 
 
0013390: Mark One, Fluid name change : A user raised an issue stating that fluid 
name was changing automatically in the specification sheet. When the user entered 
fluid name Mixed C4, the fluid name changed to Mixed C4 (96.00%) in the specification 
sheet. This issue has been resolved. 
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0009076 - Mark One, Metal Bellows Seal : While sizing a Metal Bellows Seal (MBS), 
Performance! was referencing the stem size of the lower portion of the MBS plug 
instead of the upper stem thus selecting incorrect packing, guides, gland flange, 
actuator threads, etc. This issue has been resolved now. 
 
0013405 - TotalFlow, Cast/Fabricated options : A request was raised to add 
infrastructure to support both cast and fabricated TotalFlow valves. The Performance! 
sizing screen now provides options to select either cast or fabricated TotalFlow valves. 
 
0013406 - Multi-Z, P/B Actuator Sizing: The sizing data for pressure balanced (P/B) 
actuators for Multi-Z in Performance! has been revised. The data related to the off-
balance area and the core full open equations needed updating. This request is now 
completed in Performance! 
 
0013541 - Multi-Z, Particle Size : A request was raised to allow the users to print the 
particle size for Multi-Z on the detailed information sheet. This request has been 
incorporated into Performance! 
 
0013401 - Kammer, Actuator Sizing : Enhance Kammer actuator sizing for pressure 
balanced (P/B) options. For Kammer P/B auto set the available air to the spring to 
maximum available air - 7.5 psi. 
 
0013404 - SmallFlow, High Rangeability Trims : The request for high rangeability 
trims options for SmallFlow valves has been added. 
 
0013666 - Mark 200, Pressure Class : The user was unable to change the pressure 
class of Mark 200 valve from 900 to 1500. This issue is resolved.   
 
 
Rotary Valve Issues 
 
0010584: MaxFlo 3, NACE MRO 103 : A request was raised to allow the selection of the 
Certificate of Conformance for Maxflo 3 when it is NACE MRO 103 compliant. This 
issue has been fixed and now the users can select Certificate of Conformance for 
NACE MRO 103. 
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0013219 - MaxFlo 3, Plug/Seat Material : An issue was raised for MaxFlo 3 valve to 
separate the dependency between the plug material and the seat material. Whenever a 
hardened trim was selected, Performance! would default to Stellite® as the material for 
both the plug and the seat when most of the standard plug materials could satisfy most 
applications. This issue has been resolved by eliminating the plug material rule. Now, if 
the hardened trim material is selected, the seat is defaulted to 316/Alloy 6 but the plug 
will remain to whatever the user specifies.  
 
0013260 - MaxFlo 3, Template Materials : A request was raised to add template 
materials for MaxFlo 3 at Thiers factory.  
 
0013569 – TMCBV, Latest Data : TMCBV has been updated with the latest test data 
provided by Springville engineering. The updated data includes the new Cv, trim, Noise 
and Cavitation factors.  In addition, the product/price activation code will enable the 
pricing option for the TMCBV.   
 
0009848 - MaxFlo 3, Incorrect Trim Size : A user raised an issue stating that 
Performance! selected wrong trim size for MaxFlo 3 valve of size 8" with long face-to-
face ISA 75.08.01. This issue is resolved and now the correct trim size is selected for 
the same valve.  
 
0013230 – MaxFlo 3, NR Yoke Material : A request was raised to change the default 
yoke material of NR actuator to Cast Iron while sizing MaxFlo 3. This request has been 
taken care of. Since the yoke material is attached to NR, a sizing rule has been put into 
place such that when a Maxflo 3 is selected, it triggers a rule to set the yoke material of 
NR to cast iron instead of ductile iron. 
 
Accessory/User Interface Issues 
 
0007612 - NAF Turnex, Old Part nos : A user raised an issue stating that Performance! 
was generating old part numbers for NAF Turnex pneumatic actuator of size 02. In the 
technical document, the part number for size 02 was changed from 791290/92/94 to 
791390/92/94 but it was not updated in Performance! and hence was not reflecting. This 
issue is resolved and now Performance! creates the correct part number.  
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0012211: % Signal, Estimated Stroke : A user requested to add ‘% Signal’ option to 
the Estimated Stroke attribute. Adding this option will confirm the flow requirements with 
respect to the controllability of valve at minimum and maximum flow conditions. 
Currently, Performance! shows only two options: Percent and Degrees. This issue has 
been resolved and the ‘% Signal’ option has been added to the Estimated Stroke 
attribute.  
 
0013350 – Import Warning,  Old Records : An issue was registered for displaying the 
warning while importing the old valve records. This issue has been resolved. Now, while 
importing older version records, Performance! displays warning that states “Records 
being imported have been created in older version of Performance! and may affect the 
current DB. Do you want to continue?”  
 
0013300: Elimination of warning dialogs : A request was raised for elimination of 
violation and warning dialogs that kept coming while sizing and replace them with 
warning buttons at the bottom of the Sizing screen. This issue has been resolved now. 
 
0013301: Warning Summary : A request was raised to put a single warning button 
which will provide summary of majority of all the warnings. This summary will cover 
warnings about actuator failure, Cv capacity, noise, cavitation and user override. This 
issue has been resolved now. 
 
0013380 - Advanced Price Entry : A request was raised to add advanced price entry 
feature to the Pricing dialog. This would enable the users to enter the sell price directly. 
This enhancement has been done. However, this is a very restrictive enhancement and 
its access is managed at the central server. 
 
0012944 - CHM Help : The Help buttons of different dialogs of Performance! application 
have been linked to the corresponding help topics in the latest added HTML help 
(*.chm). 
 
0011574 – Fluids, CAS# : A request was raised to include the Chemical Abstracts 
Number (CAS#) and empirical formulas to the fluids database. As per the request, the 
user should also be able to search the fluids using these new options.  This issue has 
been resolved. 
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0013047 - Print Menu, Engineering Notes : An issue was raised for making the 
Engineering Notes option in the Print Menu dialog as ‘unchecked’ by default. Currently, 
this option is ‘checked’ by default and if the spec sheet is printed, the engineering notes 
are printed. The engineering notes sometimes contain sensitive information that is not 
required for the customer. This issue is resolved and now the Engineering Note option 
is unchecked by default.  
 
0007956 - Specification dialog, Header Info : A request was raised to add basic 
header information in the Performance! Specifications dialog. This would inform users 
about the valve record they are currently working in. This issue is resolved and now the 
title bar of Performance! Specifications dialog displays the customer name, project 
name and tag number of the current valve record. 
 
0001910 - Pressure Rating dialog : A user raised a request to add Cancel button to 
Pressure Rating dialog. This dialog is displayed when the user selects the Other option 
from the Pressure Rating drop-down in the Sizing Screen. This request was made to 
avoid a blank value to be entered in Pressure Rating drop-down. This request has been 
taken care of by adding Cancel button in the same dialog. 
 
0008113 - BOM Tables Sync Utility : A request was raised to add an option in 
Performance! that will synchronize local database with the BOM tables. This option will 
enable the BOM data to be updated for stand-alone representative users. This issue 
has been resolved now. 
 
0011362 – Documentation Maintenance : An issue was raised to maintain 
documentation based on specified approvals, certificates, literature, drawings, manuals, 
and so on. Maintaining documentation would also enable to price the documentation 
items. This issue is resolved by adding a separate ‘Documentation’ tab in the 
Performance! Specifications dialog. Currently, this tab is available only for Kammer 
valves. 
 
0013386 - Removal of Overrides : When a new Cv table is loaded into Performance!, 
the application displays a message box informing users about the removal of body/trim 
overrides. This informs the user about the override changes in body/trim due to new 
Cvs and also sets the default selections. 
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0013296 – Evaluate Speed : An issue was raised to enhance the speed of 
Performance! application. This issue has been resolved. Now, the import/export function 
speed has been improved to 300% and re-designed actuator sizing has a speed 
improvement of 30% to 50%. 
 
 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker : 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker  
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 


